
Feb 28th, 2024

Towhom it may concern and the Legislators ofMinnesota. I have some
important points in regards to HF4300 And several other Bills that have
come tomy attention.

As the Authoritarian left makes tremendous efforts to simply erase
whats left of my Enumerated rights, in spite of centurys of legal
precedent and the historical tradition of property rights and firearms
ownership here inMinnesota.Whether it is "safe storage” requests,
assault weapons bans, magazine capacity restrictions, or even this states
for profit conceal shall issue carry permitting scheme. The state has less
than zero authority to regulate or enforce any of it.

What the Left in the twin citys needs to understand, is that Formillions of
Minnesotans, many of whom are combat armsMOS veterans from
various branches and or law enforcment. These proposals are correctly
and intently viewed as direct violations of enumerated rights. These
proposals are in direct conflict with our oaths to protect and serve the
constitution of these United States andwewill enthusiastically and very
literally die on this hill to physically Resist violent efforts to violate our
rights.What the authoritarian left likes to skip over in these hearings is
the staggering amount of gun violence these proposals will take to
enforce on otherwise peaceful, law abiding citizens, who simply and
correctly reject these unconstitutional efforts and any presumption of
authority by those tasked andwilling to enforce them.

Since under current Supreme Court case Law these proposals have no
legal teeth andwill be, to qoute Norton v. Shelby County, z118U.S. 425
(1886) “are inoperative as though They had never been passed”.

I hear many times state legislators reject the idea of their laws passing
any common sense constitutional scrutiny before pushing Them.

To those individuals i say you need to resign over violations of your oath
of office and federal law. Please reference 18USC 1918 as well as 5 USC
7311, see also 18USC 241 and 241 for conspiracy against rights
violations penalties under the law. Any law enforcement in your vicinity
who do not enforce these statutes are thus also in violation of these
statutes.

Furthermore and it pays to acknowledge, the substantial waste of state
tax dollars and private org expenses, to litigate these obvious
infringements through corrupted inferior courts. As well as years worth
of injury To the citizens whos rights are being violated during litigation.
Factors that should absolutely weigh heavily on the conscience of any



self respecting legislator, governor or law enforcment officer. Irreparable
harm to Enumerated Rights opens up the state, law enforcment and the
courts to untold volumes of civil rights violations liability both financially
and criminally.

I urge you to understand that the gun violence you experience in the
twin cities will not be altered or reduced by any of these acts. But youwill
be alienating a potential ally and causing untold harm tomillions by
enacting it. Especially since we have less than zero intention of complying
with any of it. As neither This body nor law enforcement have any
authority to do any of it. Find other solutions, leave peaceful people
alone, for the sake of greaterMinnesota. For a peaceful coexistence with
urban city centers and rural communities that feed you. Reconsider these
positions.

Sincerely,

BoO'Hanlon

Semper Fidelis


